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Abstract--We present an algorithm that allows the efficient determination f the dispersion 
and Doppler contributions toa Voigt profile from limited experimental data. For this purpose, 
we use the measured intensity profiles, as well as their first and second derivatives. 
ANALYSIS 
There has recently been considerable interest in accurate derivations of the dispersion and Doppler 
components of the Voigt profile from limited data. ~-13 In this paper, we present an algorithm that 
is useful for this task and which is based on the measured initial profile and on its first and second 
derivatives. Derivatives of spectra are widely used in derivative spectroscopy. ~4 
The Voigt curve may be represented in the form 
F( to )  = _I? F(t)cos(t~t) dt. (1) 
where F( t )=exp( -a t -b t2 /2 )  is the autocorrelation function (ACF), and a and b are the 
parameters for dispersion and Doppler broadening, respectively. Using the equation for the ACF, 
we find 
F'(t)  = - (a  + bt)F(t).  (2) 
We next write the differential equations for the cosine and sine transforms of F'(t), viz. 
o~ F'(t )sin(cot ) dt = - oJOc(to ) 
o°F'(t)cos(ogt) dt = - 1 + coO,(ta). (3) 
Similarly, the transforms for F(t)  multiplied by t are 
o tF( t )cos(tot ) dt = O ~ (to ), 
otF(t)s in(o~t) dt = - O'(co). (4) 
The following system of equations is obtained for the transforms of the ACF: 
b ~ + co O~(oJ) = 1 - a~(o~), 
(b~-~ + o9)O¢(o9) = a~,(og). (5) 
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